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ABSTRACT
For a long time the big companies have spoken about tools for CRM (Customer Relationship Management). Many projects in this theme have failed, maybe, because the technological aspect has taken over in comparison to the marketing one. The necessity to create good relation that gives satisfaction for the customer and income for the company is a strong need also in the small business. Besides, in relation to the big companies, the small companies can not even think about big investments in IT.

The main purpose of this paper is that to give an overview about an application framework for a CRM innovative tool, of simple implementation and maintenance for the small businesses. This paper describes the requirements, the functionalities and the important aspects that characterize this framework and the design approach to follow for its implementation. Other papers will illustrate, instead, in details the components of this framework, their design and implementation, the results that derive from the adoption of this framework in the existing reality.

1. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND
All managers agree that the knowledge of the customer is one of the most important element of business success for a company that should work to obtain the loyalty of the actual customer and to make new ones [1]. This is true in the big companies, where it’s always spoken about the attention for the customer, and also in the small business where the reduced dimensions can however work well, on a competitive market, with many customers with different needs.

In the small business, unlike of the large companies, the IT systems are many times bought from third parts, or in outsourcing, or in ASP mode and so it’s not thought to create CRM project which, in IT side, try to change, in same part or completely, these systems [2]. So it’s necessary for the small business to design and realize systems that collect the customer’s information coming from different channels and by the various components of the IT system to obtain an integrate tool for the customer or prospect without changing the systems that already exist.

The CRM systems can give enormous advantages in the correct use of modern network technologies and in particular of Internet technology [3]. In fact with this technology, and with the consequently standardization of the communication protocols and interfaces, it’s possible to offer the services of the CRM systems on the Internet channel to anyone who have a web-browser and is able to connect himself on Internet. So it’s easy to understand that the CRM tool, by different operation and information viewing, is released directly to the customers and to the various operators that are interested in the customers relationship (for example call and contact center operator, financial promoters, and sales director).

Also the new release of the leader products has demonstrated that the CRM tool obtains a big advantage to incorporate the Internet technology standard. In fact Siebel, for example, has distributed in '99 a CRM package completed based on Web and also Kana Corporation with its Kana e-service.

The tool is an essential component of a large strategy that transforms the management of the relation with the customer from a single component of the company, in most cases that are limited to a call center, to a really business process that also include new channels (web in all of them) and that always aim to develop constant and long term relation with the most important customers. Large investments in big IT architecture that promise an integrate CRM without the right attention to the marketing strategy and to a new organization are the principle aspects of big failure.

Thinking about light tools that easily and continually adapt themselves to the marketing strategies linking itself, without changes, the already existing IT modules can be the key to understand the CRM project management in IT aspects.

This is still true in the SB that, like the big company, feel the need of the CRM tool but hasn’t economic capabilities to confront the large investments, neither the possibility to modify the existing IT.

So in the small business IT the design of a CRM tool can be referable to a design of a Web Application which, respectfully with the marketing strategy, allows a complete customer knowledge to all the operators involved in direct and indirect relation. For the design and the development of such Web Application it’s useful to use an methodology and tools like HDM with its last development (W2000) [5], OOHDM and WebML [6].

2. THE CHARACTERISTICS OF THE FRAMEWORK
The actual and complex configuration of the CRM system is, like in ERP system, the synthesis of various evolutions. Understanding these evolutions, without thinking about the CRM system as a new revolution in IT, means to understand the effective function, its limits with other applications and the requirements of such system.

Already the traditional system of management of the interaction with the customers (for example, order management in a commercial company or the traditional desk system in the credit companies) have the customer entity, but the interaction with the customer is very low and so the customer’s centric characteristic became less.

The first step toward the CRM, as interaction with the customer supported by the computer, are the sales force automation system (SFA). Following the increase diffusion of the free telephone call numbers has multiplied the interaction by phone between customer and company creating a vast support center (known as call center or contact center) that offer operation and information services, help desk and complaint desk. This support centers sometimes substitute the traditional channel (for example a bank branch).

At the end, the web at the beginning of 1995 became the standard information channel for the public and for the customer and evolves in
an interactive channel for the self service sale according to the Amazon case for the mass public (B2C commerce) and CISCO case for the business customers (B2B commerce).

The effect of Internet on the CRM world is very profound. Schematically, Internet has influenced the CRM world in two ways.

• Internet has transformed the interaction between the companies and the customer, in terms of quantity and quality of contacts forcing the CRM system to collect all these information to create a large view to the customer.
• Internet has raised the contractual power of the customer. The customers have now an easy access to a large quantity of information and transaction. This has develop the self service aspects of the customer forcing the companies to open a part of the IT system toward the outside.

These four application areas - Order Management, SFA, Call Center, Web – born as separated and independent automatization, have standardized themselves in applicative package, and, already at the end of 90’s are CRM suites, following a similar evolution to the ERP. So in this way we have a global management architecture of the customers that became an essential competitive tool for all the typologies of the companies [7].

2.1. Operational CRM and Analytical CRM

With the preceding considerations in mind we can understand as an CRM architecture can be divide in two different parts:

Analytical CRM (or Customer Insight functionality):
• business event monitoring (ex. birthday day, nameday, loan maturity or stock maturity);
• Design, creation and monitor for marketing campaign;
• Tableau de Bord: summary of customer situation by a set of KPI (Key Performance Indicator) also in comparison to the budget;
• Business Intelligence: customer behaviour analysis to extract target that answer to a set of appropriate business requirements;
• Data Mining e Customer Scoring;

Operational CRM (or Customer Interaction functionality):
• Channel and campaign management
• management and development of the customer relation;
• product sales;
• Help desk and Customer Care;
• expert evidence and Contact Center;
• maintenance and enrichment of the customer information.

The inheritance of the Customer Care systems has made to concentrate, in some projects, the attention on the Customer Interaction functionalities. The companies, instead, feel the need to integrate the commercial functions inside the CRM to improve the ability to design and to plan new marketing actions and new products, to plan and to control the results of the marketing investments also in comparison to the budget. All of this because on the markets has became strong the necessity to extract a target of clients that answer to determined business requirements (possession or not possession of products, particular values on the behavioural indexes, etc.) to create a mini marketing campaign on a new product for his customers.

2.2. The requirements

According with the preceding considerations the requirements for an application framework destined to the design of a CRM system in a Small Business are the followings:

Adaptability

Easily the framework has to suit himself for the various and dynamics demands of the marketing strategies with low production costs and times. Nothing has to be tied up to hardly maintainable architectures.

Operational CRM and Analytical CRM

The framework has to integrate both the functionalities of operational CRM (direct customer interaction) and those of analytical CRM (functionalities that allows to plan and to control commercial activity on a set of customer).

Separation between CRM tools and legacy system

The framework has to foresee a separation between the functionalities of the CRM and the modules of the legacy system. This separation is submitted:
• to a middleware layer when the purpose is to integrate real-time functionality in the CRM system (for example products trading on-line)
• to a CRM system local database, populated through ETL tools (Extraction, Transformation and Loading); this database memorizes the information ready for the analysis in the Analytical CRM functionalities.

This separation allows different times and ways to develop CRM system and legacy system.

Multi channel

The support to the multi channel is one of the most important characteristic for a innovative CRM system and it must be analysed under two different aspects:
• the CRM system use a multi channel architecture to contact in the best way the customer;
• a CRM system integrates all information coming from the different channels

Multi level

All the actors of the commercial hierarchy have to be able to use the CRM system; from operational marketing operators (for example advisors and financial promoters for a credit company) to strategic marketing operators (bank branch director, sales division director, marketing director). Different informative and operational view are able for every role.

Custom designed for every role

In the framework every logical resource (menu items, data, functionality, web links, ...) must be defined and connected to the user’s role and/or to the customer’s service model. This will allow to dynamically customize the application according to the role of the user login to the system or according to the type of the customer on which the user is operating (ex. retail customer or corporate customer).

Flexibility through Standards

The possibility for a CRM system to receive information from, or to provide information to, other tools (such as Data Mining tools, Campaign Management), should be based upon well-accepted technical standards (ex. XML).

3. THE FRAMEWORK

The architecture, in agreement to the preceding requisite, is represented in the Figure 1. Such architecture is composed from two main elements:
• a customer database;
• a web and palm-based front-end with the Operational CRM and the Analytical CRM functionalities.
The framework doesn’t include as main component the real-time connection to the legacy system; the purpose for CRM architecture is to support the complete knowledge of the customer with the scope to increase the company value proposition and not to support, with any cost, the direct interaction with the customer. Such connection can be inheritance of that is already realized for a direct customer interaction (ex. Internet banking or call center).

3.1. The Database.

The direct access from the CRM tools to the departmental database is sufficient in the Operational CRM functionalities but not in Analytical CRM ones. So it is necessary that the suites of the CRM has its own database that collects all the information of the customers in a centric customer logic. It can be called Customer Database, or Data Mart Marketing, or other, but one thing is sure, it contains all the information that are needed for the functional side of the analytical CRM in a different logic of that of the legacy system or of the company data warehouse. It is, in fact, a database characterized from all the information that are needed to individualize the profile and the behaviour of the customer, either linked directly to the business (ex. possession and use on different channels of products of the company), or that linked indirectly to the business (ex. participation to commercial in-bound or out-bound campaigns with a relative outcome).

This database is supplied through ETL procedures registered at established frequency. The main area for the CRM database are: Users, Customer and Products.

Even though the logic of construction of the database remains the same, the data model diagram can change with regards to the specific company (ex. credit banks, multi utilities, training center).

As one part of the database is a relational database it is also characterized by a multidimensional part (OLAP cubes) that consents to have a tableau de bord (DSS that support the marketing decisions) on every level of hierarchy of operators that use CRM.

3.2. The front-end

The front-end is a Web portal application and an Palm Based application (to support as best possible the mobility of the sales agents) that gives availability to the operators the functionalities of the Operational CRM and that of the Analytical CRM.

This Web Application is designed and realized following the W2000 methodology. This methodology models the viewed and operated information differentiated by the users type but also the multi device delivering. This approach guarantees the usability, coherence in the presentation and in the navigation of the information, easy maintenance and accuracy in the execution of operations/transactions on Internet technology.

This Web application is customisable according to the needs of the company.

Similar to the CRM database the front-end is characterized by three fundamental sections:

- user desktop,
- customer dashboard,
- product form.

At the moment of the users login the front-end presents the user’s desktop. Such desktop visualises all the commercial information that interests the user (ex. news, to do list, appointments of the day, business alert). With the user’s desktop it is possible to enter, according to his profile, to all the functions of the CRM.

These functions (ex. customer search, extraction of personalised targets, management targets of campaigns) help to reach to the selection of a customer.

After the selection of the customer there will appear the customer’s dashboard. This form refers all the synthesis information (ex. KPI) and operational information (ex. anagrafic and owned products). From this form it is possible to recall all the operations on the customers (fix and carry out an appointment, the purchase of a new product, etc.). This dashboard opens automatically (through the use of the CTI technology – Computer Telephone Integration) to the call center operator, for example, when the customer telephones. This same customer form can be used with informative and operational views clearly distinct, even by the customer itself when the company wants to give the repeated functions to the customer by Internet for example.

The selection of a product gives way to the opening of the product form that has all the information on the product, and also on the same products that are in competition and, eventually, the use of the product - customer itself when the company wants to give the repeated functions to the customer by Internet for example. Figure 2 shows an example of a navigation between the three main parts of one possible front-end.

4. THE APPROACH

To collect, keep and run the information on an only one database, is the first step for the realisation of a CRM project; this is in perfect agreement with the centralization of the CRM database in the framework previously described. In this stage it is fundamental to be able to focus the informative requirements of the customer in this way to be able to value and decide for the best data model diagram to keep this informative property.

Figure 2: An example of a navigation between the three front-end parts
Once it’s known the set of information that wants to be managed you need to understand which forms of informative systems are able to give us this information and with what frequency. For the aggregated information (heritage segment, risk index of the customer, etc.) you must provide to (in case they are not present in the legacy system or in the company data warehouse) local algorithms to the database (ex. store procedure) for their calculation.

Completed the information stage you must pass to the development of the front-end. The strategy to use is certainly an increasing development strategy. Once the general structure that wants to be given to the CRM portal is given you must insert slowly the functions of the Operational CRM and those of the Analytical CRM. These functions must respond perfectly to the marketing strategies of the company and in no way obstruct or modify the way of operating, re-define by any eventual and suitable projects of own change management orientated to the customer of the company. It is important to consider the possibility that at new releases of the functions on the CRM Web portal must correspond informative notes, days of formation in classes or tools of CBT (Computer Based Training) so to spread the learning between the operators of the CRM on instruments that they have in their disposition to reach the budget targets putting in practise commercial and marketing strategies of the company.

5. CONCLUSION
The application framework and the relative approach presented in this article has already been used in a middle sized bank (about 80 bank branch and 400 CRM operators). At the moment it is in an experimentation stage in a smaller bank (45 bank branch and 250 operators). These two experiences have put to evidence many good points in the approach presented and they have given a way to test a database model, a set of parametric procedures for its filling and a personalized front-end completing in this way, even in the technological details, the solution that has just been proposed.

More than adjusting the approach with experience, the present attentions are also turned to test possible database and front-end models for the multi-utility and commerce retail companies.

The approach, that has just been proposed, is addressed to SB but presents some aspects that can be followed also in CRM projects in large companies when the management want to follow a step by step development not letting the technological aspect prevail, with large investments in big architectures, on the marketing one.
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